
Inspection of Morningstar Nursery 
School
2/4 Whalebone Lane South, Dagenham, Essex RM8 1BJ

Inspection date: 21 September 2022

Overall effectiveness Good

The quality of education Good

Behaviour and attitudes Good

Personal development Good

Leadership and management Good

Overall effectiveness at previous 
inspection Not applicable



What is it like to attend this early years setting?

The provision is good

Children arrive at nursery eager to start their day. They are warmly greeted by very 
happy, caring staff. Children leave their parents with ease and quickly settle at 
activities that interest them. The playroom is inviting and offers a broad range of 
exciting and challenging activities. Children have established close bonds to their 
key person. They thoroughly enjoy the interaction and conversation they have with 
them. Staff know the children well and speak calmly and respectfully to the 
children. Children's individuality is celebrated. They are fully supported and 
confident to speak their home language during their play. Children independently 
access resources and can initiate their own ideas and interests. They listen with 
intent as staff read to them, or immerse themselves in stories as they enjoy 
reading alone. Children learn that print has meaning and how to respect books.

Children thoroughly enjoy their time in the garden. All areas of learning are 
supported in the curriculum outdoors. The role-play area is extremely popular, and 
children engage with one another, acting out real-life scenarios. They make tea 
and skilfully balance the cups as they carry a tray to offer staff a drink. They count 
their jumps as they exercise on the trampoline. Children negotiate space well as 
they ride their bicycles, being careful not to bump into their friends. Children learn 
about rhythm and thoroughly enjoy singing. They are intrigued by the sounds that 
instruments make. Children count the strings on guitars as they strum. Staff 
introduce new words to broaden their vocabulary and talk about the 'plectrum' and 
how to use it.

What does the early years setting do well and what does it 
need to do better?

n The manager has good systems in place to recruit, induct and monitor staff 
practice. She welcomes her team's ideas and individual skills that will enhance 
the curriculum. Staff comment that they feel valued and fully supported to 
develop their own professional qualifications and attend training whenever 
possible. The manager has established positive working relationships with the 
area development officers and works closely to implement strategies that will 
further enhance the outcomes for children.

n Children learn how to stay safe and healthy. They enjoy nutritious snacks and 
meals. Children are encouraged to make independent choices as they select a 
variety of fruits at snack time. They are gently supported as appropriate when 
serving lunch. Children pour drinks with skill. They manage stairs well when 
entering the nursery and as they access the outdoor space. Children understand 
the risk and are closely supervised, which means they learn the importance of 
how to stay safe.

n Staff have high expectations for the children attending. Children are spoken to 
respectfully, and their behaviour is generally good overall. They listen when staff 
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talk to them and respond to requests. However, on occasions, some staff are too 
quick to intervene in children's disagreements. This means that children are not 
learning to negotiate with one another to establish a positive solution to a 
problem, such as when sharing toys.

n Parents express their complete confidence in the staff and feel assured that their 
children are safe and progressing well. They comment that their children settle 
quickly. Parents say the staff are 'brilliant'. They say that the communication is 
excellent, and they are fully informed regarding their children's progress. Parents 
feel the staff know their children well and say that their children 'cannot wait to 
attend nursery'.

n Children's understanding of simple mathematics is supported well. Many 
activities have opportunities for counting and recognising numbers or shape. 
Children thoroughly enjoy learning mathematical language and simple sums, as 
activities are fun. For example, they talk about how many scoops of water are 
needed to fill pots. They compare the size of the scoops in the water play and 
use language such as 'higher', 'lower', 'bigger' and 'smaller'. Children 
concentrate well, matching brightly coloured shapes and putting them in order.

n The key-person system means that children settle quickly. The staff are 
sensitive, warm and nurturing, and children have established secure bonds with 
their key person. However, occasionally, children find it difficult to express how 
they are feeling, as they do not have the language they need to express their 
emotions.

Safeguarding

The arrangements for safeguarding are effective.

All staff members have a secure knowledge and understanding of how to keep 
children safe. They are clear about the process to follow should they have a 
concern regarding a child's welfare. Regular safeguarding training is a priority to 
ensure all staff, including new members, are confident and have a good knowledge 
of how to protect children. Mandatory training, which includes wider aspects of 
child protection, is completed before staff work directly with the children. A 
thorough recruitment and induction process ensures that children are cared for by 
staff who understand their roles and are suitable to do so.

What does the setting need to do to improve?

To further improve the quality of the early years provision, the provider 
should:

n provide more opportunities for children to solve problems themselves when 
negotiating how to share resources

n extend the opportunities for children to learn about their emotions and teach 
them the language they need to express their feelings.
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Setting details
Unique reference number EY563183

Local authority Barking and Dagenham

Inspection number 10191209

Type of provision Childcare on non-domestic premises

Registers Early Years Register, Compulsory Childcare 
Register, Voluntary Childcare Register

Day care type Full day care

Age range of children at time of 
inspection

2 to 4

Total number of places 45

Number of children on roll 25

Name of registered person Adeluola, Olanrewaju Adewunmi

Registered person unique 
reference number RP563182

Telephone number 07956673799

Date of previous inspection Not applicable

Information about this early years setting

Morning Star Nursery School registered in 2018. The nursery employs six members 
of childcare staff. Of these, five hold appropriate early years qualifications at level 3 
and above. One member of staff holds qualified teacher status. The nursery opens 
from 7am until 6pm each weekday, all year round, except for bank holidays. The 
nursery provides funded early education for two-, three- and four-year-old children.

Information about this inspection

Inspector
Lynn Hartigan
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Inspection activities

n This was the first routine inspection the setting has received since the COVID-19 
pandemic began. The inspector discussed the impact of the pandemic with the 
provider and has taken that into account in their evaluation of the setting.

n The manager and the inspector completed a learning walk together to discuss 
and understand how the early years provision and the curriculum are organised.

n The inspector observed activities indoors and outside, and assessed the impact 
these have on children's learning.

n The inspector had discussions with staff and children at appropriate times during 
the inspection. 

n The inspector completed a joint observation with the manager.
n Parents spoke to the inspector about their views of the nursery.
n The inspector looked at relevant documentation, including the safeguarding 

procedures and evidence of the suitability of staff.

We carried out this inspection under sections 49 and 50 of the Childcare Act 2006 
on the quality and standards of provision that is registered on the Early Years 
Register. The registered person must ensure that this provision complies with the 
statutory framework for children's learning, development and care, known as the 
early years foundation stage.

If you are not happy with the inspection or the report, you can complain to Ofsted.
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The Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills (Ofsted) 
regulates and inspects to achieve excellence in the care of children and young 
people, and in education and skills for learners of all ages. It regulates and 
inspects childcare and children's social care, and inspects the Children and Family 
Court Advisory and Support Service (Cafcass), schools, colleges, initial teacher 
training, further education and skills, adult and community learning, and education 
and training in prisons and other secure establishments. It assesses council 
children's services, and inspects services for looked after children, safeguarding 
and child protection.

If you would like a copy of this document in a different format, such as large print 
or Braille, please telephone 0300 123 1231, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk.

You may reuse this information (not including logos) free of charge in any format 
or medium, under the terms of the Open Government Licence. To view this licence, 
visit www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/, write to the 
Information Policy Team, The National Archives, Kew, London TW9 4DU, or email: 
psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk

This publication is available at https://reports.ofsted.gov.uk/.

Interested in our work? You can subscribe to our monthly newsletter for more 
information and updates: http://eepurl.com/iTrDn.

Piccadilly Gate
Store Street
Manchester
M1 2WD

T: 0300 123 1231
Textphone: 0161 618 8524
E: enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk
W: www.gov.uk/ofsted
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